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I’m sorry!!  I didn’t mean to. 
I didn’t see you!

A
ll of these fall into the larger group of
“hunter’s judgment factors.” Conservation
Police agencies do a thorough investigation
of all HRSIs to determine the cause.  This
information is then used to update the

training to help us all learn how to avoid the problems
in the future.  The real problem in most of these cases
is the question of visibility.  By carefully documenting
exactly where the shooter and victim were, we can
then look for the important answers.  What could the
shooter really see when he fired that shot?  What did
he think he saw?  What was clearly visible, but went
unnoticed? 

Many things can affect a person’s visibility: time
of day, vegetation or forest cover, rain, snow or fog,
and the eyesight and attention of the shooter.  We
have all found ourselves
staring intently at an object
without ever seeing the per-
son who walked right up to
us.  The same thing happens
when we are hunting.  A per-
son can become “locked in”
on a deer, or what he thinks
and hopes is a deer, and
never notice that the deer is
now lined directly up with
his partner’s stand.  People
also can convince them-
selves that they can clearly
identify an object, because
they want it to be a turkey or
a deer, when in fact it is not.
Let’s look at some actual
incidents as a way of dis-
cussing the problem and
highlighting the solutions.

INCIDENT #1: Victim moved into the line of fire.
Two friends were driving along a highway and saw

a flock of turkeys on some bottomland near a creek
and railroad tracks.  They drove back along the rail-
road tracks, parked their truck and walked along the
tracks in an attempt to intercept the flock.  The shoot-
er stepped off into the woods between the tracks and
the creek.  The victim continued a little more than 100
yards further along the tracks and, then, also stepped
off into the woods between the tracks and the creek.
The victim said he watched the flock fly across the
creek and make their way up the bank to the railroad
tracks.  The shooter stepped up onto the tracks when
he saw the flock as they were crossing the tracks.  He
fired one round from his 10-gauge loaded with num-
ber 4-6 shot and the flock scattered.  He then fired two

This is the most common statement made when one hunter inadvertently injures 
another. Over half of Hunting Related Shooting Incidents (HRSIs) are the result of the 
intentional discharge of a firearm at, what the shooter believed, was a safe and valid target.
These incidents usually fall into one of the following categories:

1- Victim moved into the line of fire.
2- Victim covered by shooter swinging on game.
3- Victim out of sight of shooter.
4- Failed to identify target.

By Lt. Michael Van Durme, Investigator Otto Tertinek, 
and Wayne Jones, New York State Department of

Environmental Conservation

INCIDENT #1: The strings in this image show the left and right sides of the pattern,
and the orange device shows the victim’s position, over 100 yards away.
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more times as the birds flew.  The vic-
tim, whose attention was diverted
toward the sound of the shot, turned
and looked down the railroad tracks
and was struck in the right eye by a
single pellet. 

The investigators of this incident
used a measurement-of-visibility de-
vice to determine what the shooter
could have seen when he fired at the
turkeys. They placed the two-foot-
square hunter-orange device where
the victim was; and standing where
the shooter was and looking at the vic-
tim’s position, they could clearly see
most of the orange device.  The victim
was in full view of the shooter, but his
friend certainly did not see him before
he fired.

The problem in this incident was
the shooter did not know where his
partner was.  Their plan was to sur-
round the flock which would have
them shooting towards each other if
they found the birds. They were 100

yards apart, and both dressed in full
camo, so they could not see each
other. 

The solution is: Always identify a
safe target and safe target backstop.
A basic part of this rule is, “Always
know where your hunting partners

are.”  If you don’t know where they
are, don’t shoot!

INCIDENT # 2: Victim covered
by shooter swinging on game.

The victim in this incident was
hunting on a 20-acre parcel that had
newly planted trees that were protect-
ed by orange plastic construction
fencing.  The victim, who was wearing
hunter orange had shot at a whitetail
buck and missed.  A short while later,
he saw another hunter across the
clearing aiming a shotgun at him and
firing twice.  He felt a sharp pain in his
ankle and called out that he had been
hit.  The shooter said that he was
walking along the edge of the clearing
that had several trees surrounded
with orange fences.  He saw two deer,
a buck and doe, run across the oppo-
site side and he fired twice.  He then
heard the victim call out for help.  

The reconstruction showed that
the victim was 92 yards away and

beyond several of the orange fences.
The amount of hunter orange he was
wearing was easily visible to the
shooter, but the orange fencing made
it less noticeable. 

The problem was, the shooter
failed to notice the victim dressed in

orange because there was orange
everywhere.  This was a very unusual
incident because the victim’s orange
clothing resembled items surrounding
him.

The solution: Since the shooter
did not know what was behind the
running deer, he never should have
shot.  He could have avoided the inci-
dent if he were looking for a person in
the line of fire, rather than depending
on hunter orange to identify another
person. Even where it is required, not
every person wears hunter orange,
and in this case, orange actually
looked like part of the scene. In many
cases where a person is in the line of
fire, his or her clothing blends in with
the environment. Thus hunters can-
not always rely on conspicuous color
alone to identify a person in the line of
fire. 

INCIDENT #3: Failed to Iden-
tify Target. Or sunrise, sunset: Is
there really enough light to see?

A turkey hunter had worked the
same big tom for several mornings,
trying to get between the tom and the
hens before the gobbler flew down
from his roost.  The hunter knew that
if the tom got with the hens he would
not respond to the calls for the rest of
the morning.  As it had done on previ-
ous days, the big bird gobbled several
times, then flew down to the hens and
was quiet. The frustrated hunter
turned to walk back to his truck,
planning to try another spot down the
road.  He had only walked about 30
yards when he was struck full in the
face by a load of #4 copper-plated
shot.  After checking on the victim, the
shooter ran a short distance to his
own truck and called 911 on his cell
phone.  The call came in at 5:55 a.m.
and sunrise that day was 6:01 p.m.
Legal shooting time was 5:31 a.m.  It
was clear that the shooter had heard
the gobbles of the big tom, had seen a
movement from that general direction,
and fired at what he said was a “gray
object appearing to be a turkey in dis-
play.”  While the shot was fired within
legal shooting hours, in the woods on
that foggy morning, there was not
enough light to identify the target
clearly before the shot was fired.

The legal shooting time for most

INCIDENT #2 (above): The victim, in orange, was standing at the orange flag in the
center of the photo. The shooter did not notice him because of all the other orange in
the vicinity.

INCIDENT #3 (below) - 5:30 a.m. (left).  The visibility device, as seen from the shooter’s
position. The center of the device, and the victim’s face, were over five feet above the
ground.  Looking uphill, it looks like it is at ground level.  Note the difference 10 
minutes makes in the visibility, 5:40 a.m. (right).
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game is either sunrise to sunset, or at
most one-half hour before sunrise to
one-half hour after sunset.  The legal
shooting hours are restricted because
it is unsafe to shoot when you can’t
clearly see the target and what is
beyond it.  The investigators looking
into this incident needed to know
what the shooter could have seen at
the time he shot.  They returned to the
scene very early the next day and set
up the measurement-of-visibility de-
vice at the victim’s location. Then they
went to the shooter’s location to re-
cord, by video and photograph, what
could be seen in the pre-dawn light.
They were surprised to note that the
bright hunter orange device appeared
brown 10 minutes before legal shoot-
ing time, and bright orange 10 min-
utes later.  

The problem was that the shooter
never identified a legal, bearded
turkey as his target.  He also had
parked next to the victim’s truck, so
he knew there was another hunter in
the same woods. Finally, it was very
foggy that morning, making it hard to
see clearly, even objects only 24 yards
away.

The solution:  At both sunrise and
sunset the lighting changes very
quickly. Even 10 minutes can make a
big difference in your ability to identi-
fy your target properly.  Wait until you
have a clear view and have positively
identified your target.  On foggy days,
or when it is raining or snowing, your
visibility is reduced so you must be
extra careful about properly identify-
ing your target.  

INCIDENT #4: Failed to Iden-
tify Target. Or, too little orange looks
red in the deep, dark woods.

A spring turkey hunter was set
up behind some beech brush, next to
a big tree.  He was dressed in full
camo and calling occasionally.  Event-
ually, he saw another hunter walking
towards him through the woods.  Not
wanting to scare away any turkeys in
the area, he decided to signal the
other hunter with the hunter orange
lining of his hat.  He took off his hat
and waved the orange at the oncoming
hunter who stopped and looked back
at him with his binoculars.  

At that point, the hunter raised
his shotgun and fired at the man wav-
ing the hat, striking him with multiple
pellets.

The investigation showed that
the little bit of orange on the inside of
the hat did not show through the
branches very well.  As a matter of
fact, the shooter explained that as he
was walking through the woods he
was attracted to some movement.
When he looked through his binocu-
lars he thought he saw a turkey, and
then a flash of red and what he
thought was a beard.  The next time
the tom stuck his head out, he fired!

To document this incident, the
investigators placed the visibility de-
vice inside the blind where the victim
was sitting. From the shooter’s posi-
tion 62 yards away, they could see
very little of the hunter orange device,
only about 35 percent.  They also
noticed that what they could see
appeared red, and not orange.

There were several problems
that led up to this incident.

Problem #1: The shooter noticed a
movement, thought he saw a turkey,
thought he saw something red,
thought he saw a beard, and so he
shot at what he was sure was a tom
turkey. In other words, he jumped to
conclusions based on what he hoped
to see.

Problem #2: The victim should not
have moved at all when he saw anoth-
er hunter, and should have called out
to the hunter walking towards him.
Only humans talk, there is no mistak-
ing it. Any turkeys in the area were
already scared off by someone walking
through the area.

Problem #3: A little bit of hunter
orange, seen through some branches,
in the darkness of mature woods,
looks red, not orange.

Problem #4: Even if there was a
turkey, it was out of range.
Successfully harvesting a turkey at 62
yards is very difficult, if not impossi-
ble. Even more important in this case
is the fact that it is harder to positive-
ly identify a safe target when it is out
of range.

The solutions: 1) Clearly identify
your target, first assuming any noise
or movement to be a human until you
can positively identify the entire ani-
mal.  Realize that ANYONE, even you,
can jump to conclusions and imagine
that a shape, color or motion must be
what you are looking for.  This phe-
nomenon is so common it has a name:
premature closure.  2) Speak out

INCIDENT #3A: At 5:55 a.m. it looks like a hunter walking through
the woods. The day before, in thick fog, the shooter shot at “A gray
object appearing to be a turkey on display.”

INCIDENT #4:  The orange in the center is the two-foot-
square measurement-of-visibility device, as seen from 62
yards away. At this distance it is impossible to clearly iden-
tify your target as a bearded turkey.
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when you see another hunter, and do
not wave, move, or make any other
sounds.  3) Never rely totally on hunter
orange or movement to identify you as
a human. 4) Never shoot at game that
is out of range.

One other unique fact should be
noted about spring turkey hunting. In
this incident the shooter may have
been attempting to stalk the calls of
the victim. If he was, it was a classic
turkey hunting mistake. In most
cases, stalking spooks the birds, but
more importantly, it is sets the stage
for trouble.  In over half of the cases
where a hunter is mistaken for a
turkey, one of the hunters was attemt-
ing to stalk the other’s call.  About half
the victims are stalkers and the other
half are being stalked. Because of this,
a turkey hunting lesson is catching
on— “Stalking Stinks.”

The thorough investigation of
each of these incidents has taught us
that visibility can be a very relative
thing. In each case, a day of hunting

ended tragically because someone
failed to follow the basic rules of hunt-
ing safety.  They failed to have a safe
plan and to keep track of their hunting
partners.  They failed to be sure they
had a safe backstop and they jumped
to conclusions when they thought they
saw game animals they were looking
for.  You must be sure that you can
clearly see your target. Thinking some-
thing looks like the target is never
enough.  ✛

Lt. Michael Van Durme and Inves-
tigator Otto Tertinek work for the New
York State Dept. of Environmental
Conservation, Division of Law Enforce-
ment. They have investigated many of
these incidents and are lead instructors
for teaching other officers how to conduct
these investigations. Wayne Jones is the
New York State Sportsman Education
Administrator, responsible for scientific
analysis of incident data. As avid hunters
and Hunter Education instructors they
also have a personal interest in keeping
hunting the safe sport that it is.

H
ow good of an observer are you?
Quickly read the following sign and
cover it with your hand.

Turn the page and write down what it said
in the margin of your book. Now compare the
two—are they exactly the same? 

If you are like most people you missed the
double “the.” This is similar to what happens to
a hunter looking for a buck. Mistaken for game
shootings happen when a hunter only sees a
few pieces of a deer and jumps to the conclu-
sion that it is a deer. Most of the time they are
right, but when they are wrong and have inten-
tionally aimed and fired the results are cata-
strophic. Every year hundreds of intelligent and
responsible hunters, just like you, get fooled.

Try this puzzle. Write down how many tri-
angles you can find in the following graphic:

The definition of a triangle is a plane figure
that is bounded by three straight lines and has
three angles. So the answer is there are no tri-
angles in this graphic. The human brain is pret-
ty amazing. We ask it to find something and it
does—even if it isn’t there.

The take home message for your students
is, you don’t have to be crazy to “see” what is
not there. Everyone can be fooled. I think the
best way to drive this message home is to have
them experience being fooled in a safe, con-
trolled, non-threatening way, such as just hap-
pened to you. This is also a good time to relate
a short, to the point, personal “war story”.  Such

as when you grew antlers on the stump near
your tree stand and what you did next. 

After experiencing the difference between
perception and reality, your students should be
ready for the following messages: 

• Never shoot until you are sure beyond a
shadow of a doubt that your target is safe and
legal. The best way to do this is wait until it
moves and gives you a new set of “pieces”. Use
your binoculars, move yourself, or wait for bet-
ter light are also strategies you can use. One
way to think of it is to assume every living crea-
ture is a person until you prove it differently.

• Hunt defensively—wear hunter orange,
and if you see another hunter coming into your
area- remain still, call out and let them know you
are a hunter and where you are. Don’t wave,
whistle or make animal sounds. Remember
safety first!

We can all be fooled. It is what you do after
being fooled that makes all the difference be-
tween a great day in the woods and disaster. ✛

This article was adopted from the New 
England Hunter Education Manual, 2nd Edition
with permission from Outdoor Empire Publishing.

Mistake a doe for a buck? A person for a deer?
It could never happen to me! By Eric Nuse, EVP, IHEA

Paris
in the

the Spring

Studying the mistakes of others can provide valuable lessons in hunting safety, and 
there is much to learn to ensure your own safety or the safety of others.  All hunters share
some responsibility for their own safety and the safety of those around them. Ultimately, 

however, the person with his or her finger on the trigger must take responsibility for each
shot. Virtually all hunting-retated shooting incidents, both shooting mistakes and 
unintentional discharges, can be prevented by following the four basic rules of 

firearms safety taught at every hunter education course:

1.  Assume every gun to be loaded.
2.  Control the muzzle — point guns in a safe direction.

3.  Trigger Finger — keep your finger off the trigger until ready to fire.
4.  Target — be sure of your target and beyond.
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